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Details of Allied Health Professionals (AHP’s) within SAM

- Total Pharmacists 17
- Total PAs 8
- Total Physiotherapists 27
- Total Occupational Therapists 10
- Total nurses 66
- Total ACPs 5
- Total Other 8
- Grand total 141
SAM AHP Networking Group (SANG)

- SANG Chair: Laura Jennings
- SANG Deputy Chair: Currently vacant
- SANG Secretary: Georgia Harding
- SANG Benchmarking Lead: Sarah Montgomery
- SANG Learning and Development Lead: Thomas Edwards
- SANG Networking and Communication Lead: Joseph Middleton
SAM AHP's ACTION PLAN 2019-2020

- Continue to increase membership by hosting SAM AHP Roadshows and keeping integrated Conference Content if possible after Harrogate.
- Twice yearly Roadshows. Increase Profile.
- Twitter: More tweets. More access to @sam_ahp account
- Encourage non-therapist SAM members to join SANG meetings e.g Pharmacists, PA's.
- Benchmarking work by Laura Jennings/ Thomas Edwards/ Joe Middleton. Frail and non-frail front end working by AHP's across U.K.
- The future of ACP's
- More SANG meeting attendants from other areas outside London.
SAM AHP’s 2018-2019

- Laura Jennings elected as SAM AHP Council Member January 2019.
- Renaming of the SAM AHP Meetings to SAM AHP Networking Group (SANG) and renaming of the titles of the core members of the group.
- Networking attempts to increase SANG meeting attendees up and down the country (not just London) and also other AHP types (not just Therapists).
- Discovered currently no ‘terms of reference’ for the group or meetings. Currently being written and to be passed through Council by Laura Jennings.
- Twice yearly roadshows to hopefully attract more AHP SAM members and also increase AHP attendance to Conference. Laura Jennings to open one roadshow with Ian Tyrell on July 9th at Stafford County Hospital with the help of Sarah Henry.
- Integrated non-medic Programme at the next Conference in Harrogate in October.
- SAM AHP Competencies Document. Published in AMJ 2018. Currently being condensed in size and has been passed through Council for approval.
Advanced Clinical Practice

- ACP toolkit

- ACP E-Portfolio
- ACP Academy

- MSc and competencies
To prescribe or not to prescribe........